Peace Poem Template

Directions:
Answer each question in the blanks provided. Write phrases rather than complete sentences. When you have filled in the blanks, keyboard your responses. (Do not type the questions.) Review the Rubric for Peace Dove Poem and revise your work. (For instance, you may need to add some sensory or vivid words and some poetic devices.)

You will want to experiment with organization. (Remember: Organization is on the assessment rubric.) Move the lines around until you find the most powerful order.

You will want to give your poem a title. This may be the last thing you do before deciding on your final copy.

Student's Name _________________________________________________________

Poem Title _____________________________________________________________

Who is feeling or creating peace? _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What does he, she, or they do to feel or create peace? _________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Where is peace happening? _______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

When is peace happening? (time of day, season, holiday) ______________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Why is peace happening? _________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________